A Brief Study on the Advantages of Three Levels’ Youth League Universities in the Scientific Development of University Communist League Affairs
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Abstract. As the main place for universities to strengthen league members’ awareness of education, the Youth League Schools have been playing a very important role in aspects like how to improve league cadres’ quality of political thoughts; increase their working initiatives and provide powerful ideological guarantee and theoretical guidance for them to grow up and become successful. The construction of primary, secondary and high-level league schools should lay great emphasize on the improvement in cultivating the group, developing the training content, enriching the training carrier, improving the training mechanism and increasing the training effectiveness. This essay takes the constructive thought of HIT three levels’ schools as an example, discusses the benefits which the league schools’ construction gives to teenagers’ cultivation and the Communist Youth League affairs. The powerful theoretical basis is provided in the scientific development of University Communist League by the league schools.

Introduction

The CPC Central Committee points out clearly in Suggestions on Strengthening and Improving University Students’ Ideological and Political Education that “University league organizations should put the work on how to strengthen university students’ ideological and political education on the top of the agenda, take all advantages in education, unity and communications among university students and sincerely serve for their growing.” In order to realize this, the educational guidance and the league teenagers’ growing must be combined together. University Youth League is the belt and bridge between our Party and students, the main place where talents are cultivated, also the pot where teenage cadres are trained. For so many years, the University Youth League chooses the league schools as the main training place, conducts some training of some basic knowledge and skills about league affairs, which plays an important role on the theoretical researches of teenager cultivation, work and system league affairs, bringing a lot of talents for the construction of league schools.

As the development and transformation of the society, especially at the time when students’ organizations and campus network become more and more influential, league schools’ traditional training way is facing great changes. In order that these teenagers can better join the Youth League system and make the unity of teenage talents as the vital content, the self-construction of university league cadres must be strengthened. HIT League was formally established in March, 1999, the Youth League of which has not only strengthened the construction of core curriculums, but also actively recruited excellent teachers, established the “3 Classes, 1 Conference” teaching mechanism including the primary, secondary and high-level classes and one teenager theoretical practice conference, so as to guide the construction of primary and secondary league schools. The primary classes are oriented to grassroots league cadres; the secondary ones are oriented to the whole teenagers in the school, while the high-level classes are mainly oriented to the part-time workers. This kind of hierarchical, highlighting and effective training system has completely promoted the change of training way of the Youth League.
The Primary League School is the Strong Foundation of University Communist Youth League Affairs’ Scientific Development

Facing New Challenges of the Communist Youth League, Showing Its Educational Advantages

Under the background of universal higher education, the University Youth League is facing many challenges. For example: On one hand, due to the popularization of higher education, the number of both the university students and the league cadres increases a lot, which will surely influence the league work, easily hinder the league construction and lead to an unbalanced development. In the university league affairs, the construction of league grassroots is the basis and soul. On the other hand, there are great changes in the expressing way of teenagers’ political awareness. It may be lightened in the normal time, but it may also go extreme when some great historical issues appear, which is a new challenge for the teenage league members who know very well about politics and thought. In order to deal with these challenges, the University Youth League must find the key solution and do researches on the way that teenagers like to communicate and study, so that they can better express their political views. Above all, the primary league school is such kind of organization which plays an important role, as well as an effective carrier.

Innovating the Training Mode of Primary League School, Establishing a Cradle of League Cadres And Teenagers’ Development

Take the Material school’s league organization as an example: It has a scientific managing system including the league school preparatory group and secret ary group with Deputy Secretary as chancellor, with League Secretary as headmaster. According to different students, the league school begins its classes every semester, using proper teaching method with various forms of lecture, class discussion, social practice e.g., which closely combines theoretical and practice education.

On the course designing, we integrate resource advantages and form a reasonable faculty structure and teaching network according to the requirements of study content, so that the teaching quality can be guaranteed. Every semester the league school gives classes 6-8 times, including 6-hour collective compulsory courses and at least 2-hour personal elective courses, at the same time, each group should complete different activities. For example, in the league theory study, according to China’s Communist Youth League Regulations, we should put the ideological and political education as primary content to develop student cadres’ initiatives through the primary education of the Communist Youth League. Simultaneously, we also add some courses of leadership and humanistic quality such as The Cultivation of Leader Talents-Be The Master of Future, English Movie Appreciation-Pride And Prejudice, University Students’ Career Planning-Master A Bright Future, Photography Design-Move On With A Camera and Heading Towards Concentration.

The way of testing students’ comprehensive ability includes three aspects: class reports, scores and others’ evaluations, in addition to this, the league school will praise excellent students by 20%. The material school’s series of targeted theoretical study and practice courses causes a great effect on the cultivation of teenage league members, which also becomes a cradle of their growth.

The Secondary League School is The Backbone of University Communist Youth League Affairs’ Scientific Development

The secondary league school chooses the primary and secondary league university students as the main training members, opens various training classes of backbone students, focuses on targeted theoretical and skill training to those students with different interests and needs, of which the league cadres of the university or department are the main members [2].

It was shown in Suggestions on Strengthening and Improving University Students’ Ideological and Political Education that the university Parties and student organizations play really important role in university students’ ideological and political education, student cadres are the major component of the construction of their ideological and political education. Strengthening the construction of backbone students is beneficial to the student work, the backbone students are not only the main power and the excellent representatives, but also the core of constructing campus culture and developing Youth League affairs.
Relying On the Secondary Educational Training Center, Cultivating Firm Teenage Marxist

It is clearly shown in Implementations of “Teenage Marxist’s Cultivating Engineering” that university backbone students, youth League cadres and teenage intellectuals are the key training objectives of teenage Marxist cultivating engineering. Among them, the university backbone students including student cadres, student organization leaders, party members, active applicants of party membership, theoretical study backbones and those who get excellent scores in science, technology, culture and sports are the key training objectives of secondary league university. We take secondary league school as the main training base, in which a variety of theoretical courses and seminars are held, many new situations and problems in the stable reform and development are issued according to the socialist core value, our Party’s basic lines and policies and national laws and regulation, a communicative, information-sharing and coordinate platform will be created for teenagers, so that the student backbones can be trained as teenage Marxists.

Cultivating Typical Student Backbones, Strengthening Students’ Thought-Leading Effectiveness

Secondary league school opens many backbone training courses for student union backbones, graduate union backbones and various student organizations. It also holds many activities like seminar, research study and quality developing, trying to make the backbones become the ones that can insist patriotism and socialism, unite not only national spirit and spirit of time, but also personal achievement and social responsibility. At the same time, giving full play to the backbones and continuously strengthening their influence can improve university students’ thought-leading effectiveness through the backbone students’ drive.

Take HIT as an example: The university student backbones’ training classes organized by the school league committee select excellent student backbones from many departments and main cadres from student organizations to participate in the training classes and give full play to the model demonstration on the basis of improving league cadres’ theoretical quality. It also holds many study activities nationwide, such as HIT Ultra-precision photoelectric instrument engineering research institute innovation team, national outstanding student Yang Zhenling, HIT graduate students’ teaching groups and “University Student Self-Improvement Star”, so that they can find weakness and improve their quality.

High-Level League School is the Core Basis of University Communist Youth League’s Scientific Development

The high-level league school is mainly for university and departments’ part-time cadres, which generally includes teachers of primary league committee, students from many organizations like student union, graduate student union, student association and presidiums. Because university cadres, as the leaders of primary league organization’s construction, should study hard to adapt to the new needs and set examples to teenage students. The systematic theory training and practice make league cadres possess some certain knowledge about political quality and theory, improve their political sensitivity, make them learn about the social trend of thought, possess the ability of analyzing and judging social sentiment to make the University Youth League as the core power of its affairs in the university [3].

Strengthening League Cadres’ Scientific Theory Study With Theory-Oriented Study As Key Task

The university league cadres should possess the desire to study, academic spirit, study ability and some related knowledge structure, know well about the related majors’ academic achievement and advanced knowledge, be adept in seizing various trend of thought and dynamic situations in the society, otherwise it will be very tough to achieve the goal of cultivating university professional talents. Zhang Hongliang, the vice-president of HIT stated when teaching in the high-level league classes: “HIT cadres should strengthen their theoretical study, take responsibility of important tasks, think more from national economic development and rejuvenation’s point of view, study the rules of education, serve for classmates’ growth, and transfer the theory into motivation and work hard to construct HIT as world-class university.”
This kind of league school needs study-oriented cadres’ participation. The league cadres should set a good example, try to influence teenage students through deeply study political theory, intensively study major knowledge, and industriously study moral cultivation. They should change their previous view of the past study idea and receive the study-oriented idea. In order to achieve this, 1, we should have the awareness of study competition; 2, we should study for a whole life; 3, we should study in groups; 4, learning as work, working as learn. The cooperation of study-oriented school and cadres makes the league cadres become the pusher and demonstrator of it and create a study atmosphere of the study-oriented league school. In the construction of our high-level league school, we greatly fulfill the study-oriented idea. To the various documents and lectures given by party central committee and mission central committee, we first start self-study, and then focusing study, after which the part-time league cadres from different departments change their views together.

**Boosting the Construction of Online CYL School, Making Good Cultivation of Teenage League Cadres**

It’s shown from the latest statistics that the graduates and undergraduates who have Internet addiction account for nearly 10%, which leads our country to the one with the most netizens all over the world. Internet has had great influence on people’s work, especially university students’ growth. Therefore, in the constructing and organizing form, we should take better advantages of the Internet to improve the work and serve teenagers, which is also an important problem we should confront together.

For a series of realistic problems including university league cadres’ heavy work and difficulties on uniting the class time, adopting online classes, highlighting the advantages of high speed and large information of the Internet, establishing online school can combine traditional teaching method and modern scientific method. University league organization should adapt to the new changes of modern society, actively explore online league school’s new module, promote the main theme, form a mighty Internet voice as mainstream, and insist on the combination of traditional and modern teaching method. We should also grasp the strong attractiveness of the Internet to the league teenagers and cadres, develop their interest and increase the effectiveness of education.

Take HIT Communist Youth League network as an example, during the constructing process of informationized Communist Youth League, we created “University Student Life” league website, and registered the micro blog account of HIT Communist Youth League on Netease, Sina and other large websites with viewing numbers of over 90 thousand. At the same time, the league work of university and departments also get good results, such as many Wechat official accounts of Material School’s “Material Knows”, School of Mechanical and Engineering’s “Online CYL” and so on, which changes the traditional educational way, not only makes it more colorful vivid and novel, but also satisfies many needs of the league cadres. As a result, students’ main information resources are successfully covered and used.

**Conclusion**

We should seize the university CYL’s features, combine the three levels’ league school construction with student cultivation, their ideological features, university goal of talents’ cultivation and HIT three levels’ league school constructing system according to the realistic working situation, increase league school students learning ability and training ability with solid attitude and innovative spirit, maintain and strengthen the advancement, which is not only influential to the teenage league organizations and teenagers’ comprehensive development, but also a platform to realize scientific development.
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